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Shop Outdoor Furniture at CabanaCoast®

CABANACOAST® retailer locator allows you to quickly and easily shop patio furniture in the Greater Toronto Area, Mississauga, across Canada and the USA. Visit your local store today and make your dream backyard a reality!
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Roman 14″ Round Side Table 
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Roman 36″ Round Coffee Table 
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Roman 42″ Round Coffee Table 
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Roman 42″ Round Coffee Table 
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Roman 42″ Round Coffee Table 
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Roman 42″ Round Coffee Table 
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Roman 42″ Round Coffee Table 
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Outdoor Loveseats
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Outdoor Ottomans
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Outdoor Dining Chairs
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Outdoor Bar Stools & Bar Tables
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PATIO FURNITURE & MODERN OUTDOOR FURNITURE

CABANACOAST® is a complete line of luxury patio furniture for residential and commercial use. Our outdoor furniture is both contemporary and classic in style, with unexpected, trendy and eye-catching designs. The combination of style and quality of CABANACOAST® outdoor furniture will easily help you transform any outdoor space into an oasis.

Our wide range of premium outdoor furniture includes chaise lounges, sectionals, sofas, daybeds, dining tables and chairs, fire pits, umbrellas, cushions and more! All of our furniture collections are available in a variety of finishes and fabric colours to coordinate with any contemporary or traditional design aesthetic.

As a wholesale provider of luxury outdoor furniture, CABANACOAST® promises to bring you only the most beautiful and durable outdoor furniture. Our products are built with marine grade stainless steel or durable aluminum frames, unique finishes, and high quality fabrics that are designed to withstand the elements. All of our premium furniture is built with great care, making it the perfect choice for any outdoor design project.
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Say Hello
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+1 800 123 4567












 














































 

